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Scrutineering/Eligibility

Smile please

As reported previously Nigel Edwards who has taken
over responsibility as scrutineer for the Road Sports
Series and was present for the first time at Thruxton.

Additional Recourses to improve
our Championship

Ralph and Charles took the opportunity
to discuss a few areas they would like
him to keep an eye on during the year,
these include sealing some engines and
checking for LSD’s.

Nigel’s notes
• Have your papers
with at scrutineering,
VIFs and MOTs will
be checked.

• Old style VIF

Nigel did point out he had seen one or
documents will not
two brake bias control units fitted in
be acceptable after
positions which would allow them to be
the end of May
2014.
operated by the driver, this is contrary to
our regulations so competitors are asked • Appropriate drilled
holes in bolts and/or
to remove or reposition them.
MOTs will be checked at various
meetings so please make sure you have
all your documents with you when the
car is scrutineered. June is the date
everyone should have their new VIFs.

studs for engine
sealing.

We have now purchased our own inboard
video camera, Charles tried it out at
Donington which nicely showed up his
faux pass’s, in future we will spread the
camera around the field in an attempt to
monitor driving standards.
The footage will if necessary be available
to the Clerks of the Course or the Driving
Standards Office.

Burgers & buns
Hospitality will be provided at Cadwell
Park, Croft and Oulton Park, Jim Dean has
kindly agreed to provide all the facilities
and Alex Bage will assist in preparing the
food but hopefully we can all “muck in”
and make it a real focal point for the 70s.

Working together
For the benefit of both competitors and
spectators it would be helpful if we can all
park up together, it certainly worked
better at Donington and all the HSCC
Championships are being encouraged to
do the same.
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Charles at Donington
trying to remember
why he thought
driving Julian’s TVR
seemed such a good
idea when originally
suggested.
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The HSCC continue to look at ways to
improve events and are considering
whether they should publish paddock
plans in event programmes so spectators
will know where to find a particular
championship.

Donington
Moving away from a mid March date was always hopefully
going to be conducive to better weather. But it rained over
night and was still murky in the morning, you could hear the
planes overhead but they were lost in the low cloud, so with
being the second practice session the track was always going
to be a tad slippery.
It was also an adventure for some for a different reason, Julian
Barter was having his first outing in Iain Daniels recently
prepared 70s Lotus Elan, driving it for the first time on the way
to the holding paddock, then promptly putting it on pole.
Oliver Ford’s Europa was next up with David Tomlin’s
Invitation Ferrari and Peter Shaw in his Tuscan all in the 1;39’s.
Justin Wilson’s little Alfa was enjoying
the conditions and wound up seventh
on the grid ahead of Charles Barter,
having a guest appearance in Julian’
TVR and finding the short wheelbase
tricky in these conditions.
Mark Bennett was having an outing in
his Renault Alpine after another engine
rebuild over the winter, it sounded
beautiful and ran reliably for the whole
event invoking the comment “better
strip it down to find out why”.
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At least it wasn’t snowing

‘Julian spotted an
opportunity to
take the lead
on the run down the
Craner Curves’

Mark Bennett’s
glorious Alpine
Renault A310

David Karaskas was having his first taste of the ex Chris
Alford/Ralph Harwood-Penn MG Midget but it would not fire
up for qualifying so he qualified with another grid.

continued...
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Mark Leverett found the Porsche was pushing out a fair bit of
oil smoke, something which could not be resolved on the day
so he withdrew before the race.
By the afternoon the clouds had lifted with a few gaps
appearing allowing the glimpse of the sun at times, the track
was perfectly dry by now when the 70s lined up on the grid.
Julian’s start was not up to his usual standard slipping to third
by Redgate but he spotted an opportunity to take the lead on
the run down Craner Curves.

Paul Stafford wonders
what has happened
to his mug of tea as
David Tomkinson
realises Julian had
hidden it inside his
helmet.

In the background
Charles beginning his
recovery to third place
following an earlier
faux pas.
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Donington continued...

Thruxton

Julian’s moment of glory was very short
lived, hitting the brakes the Elan
snapped left and headed for the gravel
directly across the bow’s of Ollie’s
Europa – no contact was made but it
was a disappointing and uncharacteristic
to Julian’s first experience of Elans.

Small but perfectly formed

Ollie Ford and David Tomlin scrapped
over the lead just for the fun of the
chase as invitation class cars are not
classified. Peter Shaw had a lonely race
coming in third on the road but second
once David’s Ferrari was removed the
results.

Of all the ex airfield race circuits Thruxton is probably the
most draftee and although the Easter weekend meeting was a
month later this year one still needed the thermals but it least
it was dry and we occasionally saw the sun.
Saturday was the day to be racing as Sunday turned out
extremely wet, our friends in HRS had their race red flagged
as the circuit became too dangerous, with rivers running
across the track, and then they sat on the grid for forty
minutes before it could be restarted. continued...

Initially Charles’s TVR experience didn’t
improve, he succeeded in switching off
the master switch when changing from
first to second at the start and by the
time he addressed his error everyone
was out of sight, it was then a case of
coming back through the field which
resulted in a very surprised third overall.
Generally the field was fairly spread out
however Justin Wilson’s Alfa, Martin
Dyson with the GT6, Sarah Hutchison in
the little Lancia Beta and David Erwin
Alfa enjoyed their battle and finished
just a few seconds apart.
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Ollie and Jim Dean
enjoying an early
race battle for the
lead at Thruxton.
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Julian Barter tries to
confuse Peter Shaw
with his unorthodox
approach to the Old
Hairpin.
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Thruxton continued...
Only fourteen 70s competitors started
practice (see p5) but the grid was made
to look a little more respectable with
four Invitation Class cars, including an
interesting Vauxhall Firenza we haven’t
seen before driven by David Hall.

In the initial laps Jim Dean made it a
three way fight at the front, before the
invitation Ferrari of David Tomlin using
the car’s power hauled himself past Ollie
as they both began to pull away from
the second Europa of Jim Dean.

As we have come to expect Ollie Ford
put the Europa on pole, the Ferrari this
time a second away with Jim Dean a
further couple of seconds behind. Jim
had been testing on Friday with the help
of a fellow competitor and as a result
made a few set changes, hoping to be a
little more competitive in the race.

With the laps running out Ollie was able
to close on the Ferrari on the fastest part
of the circuit as one of the Ferrari’s rear
tyres cried enough sending the car into
a wild spin luckily missing Ollie’s Lotus.

The next six on the grid were covered
by around two seconds which included
a few A Class cars which was good to
see, Barrie Woolston with the Morgan
+8 and Paul Anderson’s Porsche 928

This left Ollie an easy ride to the flag,
with Jim second and Peter Shaw a
distant third after another lonely race.

In mid field there was some close racing
with Robert Barter’s Jenson Healey
making good progress, until it went past
the pits sounding rather rough only to
expire on the same lap, leaving Barrie
Also having their first race of the season, Woolston, Will Jenkins and Paul
Brian Jarvis’ Porsche 924, John Hall with Anderson to finishing line astern with
Brian Jarvis extracting everything from
pretty blue Datsun 260 and Robert
the 924 to stay in touch.
Barter’s Jenson Healey sounding
glorious after a winter engine rebuild.
Mark Leverett’s 911 had recovered from
it’s Donington problems and finished
Further back Ralph Harwood-Penn in
just ahead of the John Hall’s 260Z.
the little Arkley, Sarah Hutchison’s
Lancia and the Triumph Spitfire of David Ralph’s Arkley seemed to overcome the
Tomkinson were finding the fast corners upper range misfire and ran smoothly
during the race to finish a little behind
and long drag up to the chicane quite a
his old MG Midget.
challenge in their lower powered cars.
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The colourful and
perfectly formed 70’s
grid set of on a 20min
hi-speed adventure.

Barry Woolston’s
Morgan +8 gets a bit
of a wiggle on in the
middle of the chicane
at Thruxton.

Silverstone International
Supper Party
Less than a week until the Silverstone
International so hope to see as many of
you as possible there.
Bookings for the Supper Party in the
BRDC suite on Saturday closed on
Friday 9th May, but you can always try
and talk nicely to Alan if you would still
like to go.
Red Banger
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During the day Will & Nell Morton will
be providing 70s competitors with farm
fresh Lamb Burgers and Rare Breed
sausages from their Red Banger catering
van, the arrangements will be as the
Silverstone Finals last year.

TalkTalk
Thruxton Entries
This is the second year the HSCC has organized the Historic
Easter weekend meeting at Thruxton along with Bill Coombs
of the BARC.
The initial idea was that this would be a Historic Revival of the
hugely popular F2 meetings held there during the 1970s
when Grand Prix drivers of that era, Jim Clark, Graham Hill,
Jochen Rindt and many more would take part.
As mentioned in the Thruxton report 70s had a very poor
entry and we were not alone. I would really like to know from
competitors why this might be.

By Invitation
The Invitation Class is for competitors
who have submitted the appropriate VIF
but are waiting for their approval.
It is also open to cars that are eligible
with regard to the manufactured date
but may not comply technically.

charles.barter@thewatercresscompany.com

Competitors in the Invitation Class do
not score points and do not feature in
the final race classification.

with your thoughts or just grab me at Silverstone next
weekend – it will all help us to plan for the future and provide
you the competitor with the events you want.

Entries from competitors with current
VIFs will always take priority over
Invitation Class entries.

Please drop me an email:
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70s Road Sports calendar 2014
06 April

Donington Park

20 minute race

19-20 April

Thruxton (Easter)

20 minute race

17-18 May

Silverstone International

20 minute race

07-08 June

Snetterton

2x 20 minute races

21-22 June

Cadwell Park

2x 20 minute races

12-13 July

Brands Hatch Super Prix

20 minute race

2-3 August

Croft Nostalgia

2x 20 minute races

23-24 August

Oulton Park Gold Cup

20 minute race

19-21 Sept

Spa

2x 30 minute races

27-28 Sept

Brands Hatch Indy

20 minute race

18 Oct

Silverstone Finals

20 minute race

Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Road-Sports/253593504740651
70s have a Facebook page, it is usually updated before each event and other stuff is
added from time to time if it is relevant or amusing.

Live timing
http://www.mstworld.com
And click on the HSCC link at the top of the page. If you are unable to attend a race
this is a fascinating way to watch proceedings and stay involved.
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Ollie Ford and Mark
Leverett thank the
dedicated Thruxton
marshals at the end of
the 70s race.
Historic Sports Car Club
Silverstone Circuit,
Silverstone,
Northamptonshire
NN12 8TN
email: office@hscc.org.uk
tel: 01327 858 400
The views and opinions expressed
in this Newsletter are solely those
of the original authors and other
contributors. These views and
opinions do not necessarily
represent those of the HSCC

